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INTRODUCTION

Middle East Respiratory Syndrome (MERS) is a viral respiratory disease caused by a novel coronavirus (Middle East Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus, or MERS-CoV) that was first identified in Saudi Arabia in 2012. Since then more than 1400 cases were reported from KSA with substantial mortality of about 40%. Objective: To know the role of visual triage in early identification of acute respiratory infection cases in reference to (MERS-CoV). Material and Methods: Hospital Based cross sectional study. Results: This study was carried out to find the effectiveness of visual triage in timely isolation and control of acute respiratory infection in the health care settings. During January to December 2017 total patients passes through visual triage were 1,36,516, out of that 2240 (1.64%) reported scores 4 and more. During same period 181(0.13%) of patients admitted in various wards from visual triage. Conclusion: Visual triage is very useful in timely isolation of acute respiratory infection cases and prevention of hospital outbreak due to acute respiratory infection, specially disease like MERS-CoV.
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OBJECTIVES

To know the role of visual triage use in the early identification of acute respiratory infection cases in reference to (MERS-CoV) attending in emergency department in the last one year.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Present study was carried out in the tertiary care general hospital of Qassim provenance to know the effective use of visual triage for early identification of acute respiratory infection cases. In this regard we were made compulsory policy for each and every patients to pass through visual triage (allow to pass only those who are critically ill) area and assessed by visual triage Nurse according to respiratory triage score form. Triage nurse was filled the respiratory triage form and given the score and put the stamp, if score less than 4 he/she will go to Canadian triage room. If score more than or equal to 4 then patients were send to respiratory waiting area after offering hand hygiene, teaching about cough etiquette and offered surgical mask. The telephone extension line provided to visual triage counter for informing Doctors for early management of cases. If any patients was pass through without assessment from visual triage, than registration department in the last one year.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Present study was carried out in the tertiary care general hospital of Qassim provenance to know the effective use of visual triage for early identification of acute respiratory infection cases. In this regard we were made compulsory policy for each and every patients to pass through visual triage (allow to pass only those who are critically ill) area and assessed by visual triage Nurse according to respiratory triage score form. Triage nurse was filled the respiratory triage form and given the score and put the stamp, if score less than 4 he/she will go to Canadian triage room. If score more than or equal to 4 then patients were send to respiratory waiting area after offering hand hygiene, teaching about cough etiquette and offered surgical mask. The telephone extension line provided to visual triage counter for informing Doctors for early management of cases. If any patients was pass through without assessment from visual triage, than registration
staff and doctor will not entertain this patients and send him back to visual triage area for assessment, in other words no patients would be seen or entertain by registration staff/doctor without respiratory score form for MERS-CoV with stamp.

**Case definition and surveillance guidance**

**A. Suspected case (patients who should be tested for MERS-CoV)**

a. Adults (> 14 years)*

I. Acute respiratory illness with clinical and/or radiological, evidence of pulmonary parenchymal disease (pneumonia or Acute Respiratory Distress Syndrome).4

II. A hospitalized patient with healthcare associated pneumonia based on clinical and radiological evidence.

III. Upper or lower respiratory illness within 2 weeks after exposure to a confirmed or probable case of MERS-CoV infection.

IV. Unexplained acute febrile (≥38°C) illness and body aches, headache, diarrhea or nausea/vomiting, with or without respiratory symptoms and leucopenia (WBC<3.5x10⁹/L) and thrombocytopenia (platelets<150x10⁹/L).

V. Unexplained febrile illness with recent (14 days) exposure to camels or camel products 1.

VI. History of contact with camels or camel products in the 14 days prior to onset of symptoms

b. Pediatrics (≤ 14 years)²

I. Meets the above case definitions and has at least one of the following:

a. History of exposure to a confirmed or suspected MERS in the 14 days prior to onset of symptoms

b. History of contact with camels or camel products in the 14 days prior to onset of symptoms

II. Unexplained severe pneumonia

* Patients with chronic kidney disease and those with heart failure could present atypically and high index of suspicion is required

**B. Probable case:** A probable case is a patient in category I or II above (Adults and pediatrics) with inconclusive laboratory results for MERS-CoV and other possible pathogens who is a close contact of a laboratory-confirmed MERS-CoV case or who works in a hospital where MERS-CoV cases are cared for or had recent contact with camels or camel’s products.

**C. Confirmed case:** A confirmed case is a suspected case with laboratory confirmation of MERS-CoV infection.⁵

All patients attending emergency room (except those with immediately life-threatening conditions) were triaged at the entrance using predefined scoring. Identified ARI patients should be asked to perform hand hygiene and wear a surgical mask. They isolated and evaluated immediately in an area separate from other patients. We developed dedicated waiting area for the ARI patients with spatial separation of at least 1.2 meter between each ARI patient and others. Post visual alerts (in appropriate languages) at the entrance of healthcare facilities (e.g., emergency rooms). Messages in the visual alerts include the following:

1. Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue when coughing or sneezing.
2. Dispose of the tissue in the nearest waste receptacle immediately after use.
3. Perform hand hygiene (e.g., hand washing with non-antimicrobial soap and water, alcohol-based hand sanitizer, or antiseptic hand wash) after having contact with respiratory secretions and contaminated objects or materials.
4. Prevent overcrowding in clinical areas to reduce the risk of transmission between patients and to staff.

Sample of visual triage form used for assessment and scoring at visual triage station. (It represented Appendix given 1).

Nursing station nurse was asked the question to the patient according to acute respiratory checklist so if any patient having fever she will give score of 2 and he/she also having cough she again give score 2 and also having history of chronic renal failure than she will give score 1 now the total score for this patient was 5 it means he/she was needed to isolate in isolation room. For further assessment Doctor will assess all these patients in the respiratory isolation room for MERS-CoV/H1N1. If doctors feel patient is stable, he/she not required for further investigation than he will discharge the patients from ER department after treatment, if he feel patients required further managements, he will admit the patient and send to concerned department.

**RESULTS**

This study was carried out to find the effectiveness of visual triage in timely isolation and control of acute respiratory infection in the health care settings. Table 1 showed that during January to December 2017 total patients passes through visual triage were 1,36,516, out of that 2240 (1.64%) case were able to find out with scores of 4 and more. It means because of visual triage we were able to isolated acute respiratory infection suspected cases for the H1N1/MERS-CoV around 2240 cases, by that way we also able to prevent perceived outbreak in the hospital. During same period because of visual triage we were admitted 181 (0.13%) of patients in various wards from visual triage. If we compare the patients passing through before visual triage significant number of cases we were missed for the isolation had score scores 4 and more. If we look for admission of suspected cases in various wards from visual triage also significantly increased in comparison to before visual triage scenario.

Graph 1 showed regarding cases passed through visual triage on monthly basis and Graph 2 depicted out of total cases passed monthly how many reported score 4 and more.

Graph 3 showed about admission from visual triage every month in various wards.

Graph 4 showed Total sample tested for H1N1 and MERS-CoV in whole year were 181, out of that 24 (13.25%) came positive for influenza (H1N1=22 and Influenza B=2) and no case reported positive for MERS-CoV.

**Table 1:** Distribution of visual triage cases according to total number of cases passes through, score 4 and more and admitted in various wards in year 2017.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial Number</th>
<th>Category Description</th>
<th>Number</th>
<th>Percentages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Total number of cases passes through visual triage (138298) in 2017</td>
<td>1,36,916</td>
<td>99%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Number of cases scored 4 and more from visual triage out of total cases passes (N=136916) in 2017</td>
<td>2240</td>
<td>1.64%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Number of cases admitted in wards from visual triage out of total cases (N=136916) in 2017</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>0.13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Number of cases admitted in wards from visual triage out of score 4 and more (N=2240) in 2017</td>
<td>181</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
DISCUSSION

No study we were able to find regarding usefulness of the visual triage for the early detection of the acute respiratory infection cases in reference to H1N1/MERS CoV, majority of study focused on the importance of visual triage in the hospital, site and area, role and patient flow. The Guidelines published by Traiq A Madani regarding infection prevention and control of MERS CoV infection they also mentioned the role of visual triage for early identification acute respiratory infection cases and also mentioned the importance of visual triage in the hospital outbreak control.\(^7\) Guidelines provided by WHO regarding prevention and control of coronavirus in health care settings they also mention role of visual triage in early detection of acute respiratory infection cases and control of outbreak in the hospital.\(^8\) CDC also develop interim guidelines for the prevention and control of MERS CoV in the health care setting they also mentioned the importance of the visual triage in early identification of the acute respiratory infection cases and prevention of hospital outbreak, visual triage play very crucial role for prevention and control of MERS CoV/H1N1 among health care professionals.\(^9\) The article published in The Lancet about MERS CoV definition and management they also reported the role of visual triage in control of acute respiratory infection case by offering hand hygiene, cough etiquette, surgical mask and isolation of the patient according to acute respiratory checklist score, if score 4 and more isolation of the patients.\(^10\)

CONCLUSION

Visual triage is very useful in timely detection, isolation of acute respiratory infection cases and prevention of cross infection and also helpful in the prevention of hospital outbreak due to acute respiratory infection, specially disease like H1N1/MERS-CoV.
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Graph 1: Number of Patients Monthly Passes through visual triage From Month of January to December -2017.

Graph 2: Number of cases score 4 or more Monthly from visual triage area and isolated (Jan-Dec) in 2017.

Graph 3: Number of Suspected/Probable Cases of MERS-CoV, Admitted in Pediatric, MMW, FMW, MSW and ICU from months of January to December 2017 from ER Visual Triage (Out of 4 or more Score).

Graph 4: Monthly status of Number of H1N1 cases reported positive in 2017 (Jan-Dec).
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ABBREVIATIONS
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SUMMARY
The visual triage was very useful for timely detection of acute respiratory infection cases and their isolation, in this way we were able to prevent hospital outbreak. Number of cases significantly were increases in winter season from the month of October to December, majority of cases admitted in medical wards from visual triage.
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Not any case reported positive for MERS-CoV during January to Dec 2017.

Note: Two cases reported positive for influenza B virus.